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The trouble with change is that it never stands still! And that is no less true for fundraising than any other professional discipline. The economy, political landscape and the ways people exchange information and communicate with each other all impact on the way in which charities ask for and raise money. That is what makes fundraising such a challenging and dynamic profession. I am not sure I will be popular for comparing fundraising to dabbling in stock market futures, but successful fundraisers are often those who can predict and be responsive to social change and be able to adapt their fundraising strategies accordingly – to be effective it is vital to stay ahead of the game.

The Directory of Social Change's Fundraising Series seeks to address the full range of fundraising activity and techniques in one series. Each successive volume aims to address one key element in the spectrum of fundraising techniques. As fundraising techniques evolve and develop, new titles in the series are added to and old ones revised.

The titles are intended as texts that encourage and debate fundraising within a professional framework: written and used by academics and practitioners alike. Each title seeks to explore a fundraising activity within its historical, ethical and theoretical context, relate it to current fundraising practice as well as guide future strategy.

We thank all those who have contributed and continue to contribute to the most comprehensive fundraising series available today.

Debra Allcock Tyler, Chief Executive
Directory of Social Change
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Corporate fundraising has really come of age in the past ten years and now presents charities with fantastic opportunities to build and develop mutually beneficial long-term partnerships within the corporate sector.

Undoubtedly the most exciting relationships change in shape, style and structure throughout their term and, to support their development, it is vital to fully understand your partner’s motivations and objectives, ensuring the best result is achieved through your partnership. When managed successfully, great partnerships should deliver huge benefits not only to both parties but also, and most importantly, to your beneficiaries.

Many charities are starting to focus more time and resources on building strong and ambitious teams within this area of fundraising, so it is very timely to launch the revised and updated edition of Corporate Fundraising. There have been some really innovative achievements and developments within corporate fundraising over the past few years and, by sharing experience and best practice across the sector, we can help each other to continue to grow this exciting area of fundraising.

Tanya Steele, Director of Fundraising
Save the Children (April 2012)
Introduction

Thirteen years have elapsed since the first edition of *Corporate Fundraising* was published in 1999, so now would seem to be a good time to look back over the previous editions, compare them with this latest fourth edition and see what has changed in the world of corporate fundraising.

Firstly, let’s look at the statistics. In the year 1996/1997 Charities Aid Foundation stated the value of corporate donations from the top 500 companies at £305.6 million (Pharoah 1998). Similar research in 2009/10 shows the top 574 companies giving £512 million with a further £250 million of in-kind support (Lillya 2011, p. xvii). Taking the donations alone and without even allowing for the difference in company numbers the increase is only marginally above 3% a year compounded.

Instinctively this figure seems very odd. Whereas some years ago it would be difficult to find examples of product promotions, research at the time of writing came up with a range of examples including, interestingly, a building society canvassing views of customers about a potential savings account which would donate a percentage of the interest to charities. Charity of the Year partnerships, whilst admittedly common in 1997, are now considered the norm for well-known companies and regularly found in small and medium enterprises too. Local papers are full of companies – architects, solicitors, estate agents and the like – proudly showing off their latest golf day or charity ball for their adopted charity.

The *C&E Corporate–NGO Partnerships Barometer 2011* indicates that there is a growing trend towards strategic partnerships between companies and charities – a theme reflected in the case studies from the Co-operative in Chapter 17 – and also that businesses (88%) and NGOs (93%) expect the role of cross-sector partnerships to become much more important to their organisations over the next three years (C&E 2011, p. 5). It will be interesting to follow up on this prediction in future editions of this book.

A theme which I anticipate will be subject to much discussion during the life of this book is that of the pitching process which accompanies many charity–corporate partnerships. Although there have been moves to ensure such processes are open, transparent and equitable, there is still concern about whether companies appreciate the true impact their processes have on charities.
One thing that remains a constant is the need for corporate fundraisers to have a commitment to following best practice. At the time the third edition of this book was being published in 2007, the Fundraising Standards Board (FRSB) was being launched to the public. Not only has this reinforced amongst fundraisers the need to follow the Institute of Fundraising Codes of Practice but, as corporate fundraising so often has a very public face, the efforts of the FRSB to encourage public trust and confidence in charities will benefit this area of fundraising.

The structure of this edition has been refreshed. In addition to four case study chapters, most individual chapters include case studies to illustrate that chapter topic. I am delighted that some of the most respected and talented people involved in the world of corporate fundraising have given freely of their time to contribute to this book and I also appreciate the contributions from authors who have provided examples from the corporate perspective and those whose professional experience offers valuable guidance to readers.

Valerie Morton
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Changes in the Institute of Fundraising’s Codes

Please note that a new Code of Fundraising Practice will be launched during 2012, in which the standards and legal compliance aspects of the various codes are pulled into one document. The best practice elements of the codes will remain in separate guidance documents. The new Code will be in HTML format and easily accessible from the Institute’s website. Current codes which are referred to in this book, such as Charities Working with Business, will be still identifiable within the new merged Code and also within the separate best practice guidance documents.
Dedication

This book is in memory of
Claire Wilson
1961–2012
A dedicated corporate fundraising professional
Inspiring and full of joy
CHAPTER ONE

Corporate community partnerships: history, evolution and future

Claire Wilson

Introduction

In 1887, Lever Brothers ran what is believed to be one of the earliest recorded cause-related marketing campaigns in the UK. Archives from the Royal National Lifeboat Institution show an engraving of Sunlight No. 1 lifeboat (featured in The Illustrated London News, 10 October 1889; see fig. 1.1), which was donated by Lever Brothers in 1887. Llandudno Lifeboat station reports that Lever Brothers ‘ran a special competition to fund the new lifeboats’ (Llandudno Lifeboat n.d.).

Fast forward to 2011, and the most admired corporate cause partnership as voted by companies and non-governmental organisations in the C&E Corporate–NGO Partnerships Barometer 2011 report was for a cause-related marketing programme run by Oxfam and Marks and Spencer. This programme included the simple concept of revitalising Oxfam’s falling shop donations by giving an M&S money-off voucher in exchange for donating second-hand M&S clothes.

This was a highly effective idea which was rewarding for all. It has empowered consumers, shop staff and management from both organisations and has been a success in terms of heightened reputation for the company and new income generation for the charity. The partnership involves both organisations ‘sharing knowledge and working together to drive sustainable production and consumption’, not forgetting the obvious bottom line of shared financial gain. Pampers’ (Procter & Gamble) work with UNICEF to provide maternal and infant tetanus shots in less-developed countries was the second most admired partnership and Sainsbury’s partnership with Comic Relief won third place. The report states:

Partnership professionals rate these as the most admired partnerships because of their ambition, scale, ability to innovate, and to communicate. They are also highly rated because of their success in blending corporate, brand and commercial objectives with a clear focus on social impact.

C&E 2011, p. 24
All these factors could quite possibly have been applied to the Sunlight lifeboat campaign over 120 years ago.

Plus ça change? So what’s changed for charities doing business with companies over those 120 years? How effective is the sector being in driving growth and innovation? Corporate partnerships are viewed as the linchpin in many fundraising strategies, but what is the reality behind the assumption?

The reality is simply that a lot in corporate–charity partnerships has changed and yet much has stayed the same. There has been a major evolution in the past ten years both in the way that companies have embraced the concept of working with charities and in the increased number of businesses that are proactively engaged in corporate responsibility. This has come about through the activation of business interest which has been driven by both businesses and charities. However, the beating corporate heart has clearly always been there. From Cadbury and the chocolate company’s creation of cocoa as the healthy alternative to alcohol to the Joseph Rowntree Foundation and social housing, many businesses have established themselves with sound principles which aim to help the local people and their communities. The good old corporate fundraising maxim – people give to people – lies at the centre of all corporate cause partnerships.
Furthermore, personal engagement of the individual, whether the managing director of a small business or the personal assistant to the social committee, is the starting point to finding the people who will really influence and champion the development of mutually rewarding partnerships. And the good news is that, according to the C&E report, while there are some challenges (such as some large differences in how charities and companies view the benefits of non-financial support), the survey reports a buoyant market and the general opinion is very positive and looking towards growth on both sides (C&E 2011, p. 5). The question now, therefore, is how to maximise the opportunity?

**What do businesses want from charities, and why do charities want to work with them?**

For those new to the world of corporate-charity partnerships, understanding the basic concepts of why businesses want to partner with causes and, from a charity’s point of view, understanding what is available from the business world, are essential to pursuing successful partnerships.

It is possible to track the change in corporate-charity partners decade by decade; each has had its own particular flavour and tone. Charities’ relationships with companies have developed significantly from the 1980s when, to a large extent, the chair or chief executive sat on the board of trustees and dictated the company’s charitable support: the great-and-the-good approach with often little involvement or feedback from the staff or connection to the business. In the 1980s it was common to give sponsorship in return for the company’s logo on the charity’s headed paper or in the pages of the high-profile event programme. During the 1990s the emphasis moved to corporate cause involvement, which reflected a significant shift from the previous decade towards a more considered, business-like approach and set a new corporate cause agenda. It was at this time that the corporate social entrepreneur emerged and companies looked more closely at what they were donating to and started to want greater involvement in the cause.

One of the first breakthroughs of this sort was the Prince’s Trust’s £1 million Mercury Communications sponsorship, which was an initiative led from the marketing departments of Mercury and the Trust’s fundraising team (Drew 1993). Because of Mercury’s major financial commitment, the partnership travelled throughout the company top-down. This was a multi-stranded, multi-functional relationship that involved national and regional events, senior management, employees, marketing, suppliers and customers and resulted in what is now the well-established Mercury Music Awards.

Moving to the new millennium, there has been an increase in focus on what the charity agenda could bring to business. Companies began creating